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From USA TODAY Bestselling Author, C. L. Stone, read The Healing Power of Sugar, the ninth

book in The Academy Ghost Bird Series. ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s been a week since Sang has attended any

classes at Ashley Waters, and since then, everything has changed. Her school schedule has been

turned upside down, and now, thanks to her absences, the school counselor, Ms. Wright, has

suspended her. The fear of school officials getting further involved and looking to contact her

parents has Sang and the boys forced into their best behavior. It seems that the once perfect

student, Sang Sorenson, is now one of the schoolÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s worst, and without explanation,

because she needs to keep her lips tightly sealed. Academy secrets are becoming hazardous to

keep.The more that Kota, Victor, Silas, Nathan, Gabriel, Luke and North try to protect her, the more

inevitable her downfall seems to be. They do their best to make sure Sang stays in school and

when she returns to classes, try to help her get back on the straight and narrowÃ¢â‚¬â€•she

canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t afford to screw up anymore.But then fate deals out a setback that cripples the whole

team, and they need to make a move, it turns into a risky one. ThereÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s no way to predict

the outcome. If they fail, the boys may lose the job they were sent to do, and worse, they may even

lose Sang.Everything gets more difficult when itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s revealed there might be a traitor amidst

the group. Desperate to fix things, Sang needs to stop the group from spilling secrets and find out

the truth. And why all fingers seem to be pointing to Luke.The Academy, Magnanimous
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I continually read this series knowing that I am going to be disappointed in the lack of movement

and yet it's like a train wreck in that I just cannot look away from when the next one comes. I'm not

saying that I can't wait for the next book, because oh boy can I wait, but I'll probably end up reading

it. I do not know why. I kind of feel like I'm pulling teeth with each new installment. However, if you

like feeling as if you're slowly falling into a pit of madness while you claw your way up and out of the

depths then boy is this book for you!Seriously though, the series started out fine It's just gone no

where. Absolutely no where. Nothing is resolved. Nothing new has happened. Each and every book

is the same scenario with the same ending. If she made something specific occur each book and

have a definitive end I'd probably LOVE the series despite the boring characters. As it is I just read

and read about these boring characters and get no where. Also, its been like 3 months over 8

books. The timeline is just awful.

I adore this series. I've read and reread these books multiple times.Pros:1~ It's a slow burn2~ I love

how she takes her time cultivating her characters and how Sang makes a priority to take the time for

each of the boys3~ Kota, Victor, Silas, Nathan, Gabriel, North, Luke, Dr. Green, Mr.

BlackbourneCons:1~ It's a slow burn2~ I wish that we got two books out a year (This is unrealistic, I

know)I love this series so much that I got my daughter hooked on the books. I love being able to

laugh and talk to her about the books.This series is so much fun and I look forward to the books that

come out each year and I'm so excited for all of the books that are planned! Hopefully around 20 in

the series. There are currently 10 out, with an 11th to come out in June of 2017.You won't be

disappointed and you'll enjoy this book so much. Seriously, buy it!

But this didn't satisfy me. Don't get me wrong. I love CL's books, but this one felt like a filler to me,

which would be fine if I felt like Sang and Luke had become closer emotionally. I mean in TOSOE I

really felt like we saw a raw version of Gabriel, but I didn't get that at all this go around with Luke. I

wanted to fall in love with Luke like I had with Gabriel. He has so much potential there that we



haven't reached yet especially since he seems to be one of the big romantics of the group.I will

admit there was a lot of tension build up that I hope will be resolved in the next book. It has me a bit

excited. Kota & Nathan. North & Luke. Uncle. Volto.All in all, though I don't regret buying the book. I

will definitely buy the next since I suspect it's Kota's book. But I won't be preordering it like this one.

I just really, really hope we get to see of more who Kota is.

I am a huge fan of this author but so far in terms of Ghost Bird books the was my least favorite

which is not to say I didn't love it, but why it's getting four stars instead of five. Lots of action in this,

the football game and Black Friday went on a bit long for my taste, and less heart. The Luke scenes

were great but they were short and few between. I did like to see how reality altered from concept

with North. It's a great series.

I'm new to this series, just found it and read books 1-9 in four days and already pre-ordered # 10, I

was so hooked. The books are that good. I love all the boys, the plot, everything. My only complaint,

and its minor, is that -- like some of the other reviewers noted -- the overall plotline with Principal

Hendricks and Vice Principal McCoy is not wrapped up already. I mean this is book 9, I feel that plot

thread should be wrapped up and moving on to scenes with the Academy and other Academy

assignments, etc. It is getting a little tiresome.And Sang's relationships with the boys are all

progressing at a snails pace. I'm torn on this one though. I both love the slow build of their

relationships and hate it at the same time. I love that the relationships between her and the guys are

explored in detail. There's absolutely no Insta-Love here, thank goodness, I really hate that in a

romance novel. Going slow makes the whole thing more believable. In real life a relationship this

complex with all the guys really would take a while to get into and figure out, with a lot of bumps and

growing pains along the way. Yet, on the other hand, I'm impatient for all the relationships to get to

the next level physically, the anticipation is killing me. Luke's scenes in this novel go from sweet and

cute to way hot and heavy make-out sessions. Luke really is the wild card of the group, you never

know what he's going to do. I didn't see the whole pet store thing coming at all, but I absolutely

loved it. I also really loved the whole Thanksgiving thing, it was different and totally perfect at the

same time. My only other complaint would be we need more Mr. Blackbourne and Dr. Green

scenes! I know Dr. Green's scenes had to be limited for several important reasons in this book, and

this devastated me because I love his scenes. I hope that hurdle is overcome in the next book. And

don't even get me started on Mr. Blackbourne. If Sang's progress with the others are at a snails

pace, then theirs is practically glacial. Sooo agonizingly slow it's painful. I know he has his reasons,



but at least moving up to a first kiss would be nice instead of all this dancing around. So basically,

my complaint is I want more, more, more! So definitely would recommend this series. It's slow

paced romance, don't expect any big steamy love scenes (not yet at any rate), but the slow journey

is so worth it.

Each book just pulls you deeper and deeper into the world of the Academy. The glimpses into Luke,

Kota, Gabriel, North, Nathan, Silas, Victor, Dr Green, and Mr. Blackthorn makes you want more. Will

the finally get Hendricks or is Volto going to sabotage everything Sang and the Academy boys are

trying to accomplish. Already on pins and needles for the next chapter in the series.
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